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Abstract: The political, economic, and security supranational organizations ofthe West are in an obvious crisis and downward trajectory, although still verypowerful. From the point of view of Serbian national interests, it is risky forthe proclaimed and practical integration orientation to remain “on the pathwithout an alternative” following that direction. In the new conditions of multi-polarization of the world, this orientation has to be less dogmatic and followthe rapid changes not only in the hierarchy of “big players” but also theirinterests in the Balkans. Primarily, this refers to the increasingly influentialRussia and China, which have different, though not incompatible concepts ofEurasianism. Their common strategic goal is to push the USA domination fromthe “largest landmass on the planet”. In that context, it is geopolitically logicalthat Russia and China perceive the future position of the Balkans and the roleof the Serbian factor completely differently from the personifications of theWest – the EU and NATO. This does not mean that Russian and Chineseinterests are in the lasting agreement, and their rivalry on the “chains of theworld” (Catena Mundi) is not possible if/once they push away the still leadingworld power to the other side of the Atlantic. The long-term future of the“Serbian pebble” will depend on the ability to fit adequately into that futurecomplicated integrative “geopolitical mosaic”.
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Transfer of global power 
and Serbian integration dogmaSerbia’s commitment to integration has never been tested in areferendum. Ending the phase of political-territorial functioning, first in themonarchist and then Titoist Yugoslav supranational state after its violentdisintegration, the Serbian corps was immediately imposed withinvolvement into the integrational creations of the West as its only option –primarily in the EU, and in a specific way in NATO. Such an orientation hasbeen almost implicit since the post-Cold War European East was in theprocess of disintegration, geopolitical regression and economic collapse,and the triumphalist West was at the peak of power and in the momentumof spatial expansion, which included the post-Yugoslav part of the Balkans.Consequently, the postmodern, neoliberal understanding of integration atthat time, ‘implies less the merging of parts into a whole and the increase ofinternal cohesion, but mostly the notion acquires the geopoliticalconnotation of territorial expansion. Integration has become a seeminglymore benign variant and a “politically correct” substitute for traditionalactions of (un) armed aggression, (in) direct occupation, (neo) colonialism,and (neo) imperial domination’ (Степић, 2014a, p.154).In the meantime, the world has fundamentally changed and isincreasingly gaining completely new contours in all its forms. They mostlystem from the epochal translation of geopolitical and geoeconomic powerfrom the Atlantic regions of America and Europe to the Indo-Pacific regionand the Heartland of Eurasia, i.e., from the USA and the EU to China, Russia,India, the Far East “tigers”. Without any doubt, the so-called unipolarmoment has irrevocably passed, and the absolute American hegemony inthe last decade of the 20th and the first decade of the 21st century gave wayto relative unipolarism (Stepić, 2017, p. 23). According to the cumulativeindicator resulting from numerous factors of “tangible” and “intangiblepower”, the USA is still the leading actor in world affairs, but its power isincreasingly crumbling. The USA is no longer an unattainable hyperpoweras it seemed at the turn of the millennium (for example, at the time of theaggression on the FRY in 1999), and the distance in relation to its runners-up, especially China, is rapidly decreasing. Before our eyes, a true multi-polarism is emerging in all its complexity and various manifestations, whichtends to grow into a somewhat balanced neo-bipolarism. In this ‘new cold
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war’ (Пандуревић, 2018), which can be more precisely and essentiallycalled the ‘continuity of the cold war’ (Трифковић, 2017), the USA cangradually become a weaker side if it fails to try to confront Eurasian giants.The former imposition of USA narcissistic self-knowledge about the so-called necessary nation and its own Messianic role on the whole world nowexists less and less even on the internal plane of “reality facing”. The systemicfragility of the Empire’s core is indicated by the disorganization and conflictthat are growing every day and in different forms. They are less and less anexception and incident, and more and more a permanent condition thatgrows into a chronic social pathology. This was somewhat witnessed in theexplosion of riots and anarchy caused by deep contradictions, whoseimmediate cause was the death of a controversial African-American due topolice torture. Another morbid indicator was the pandemic of the COVID 19virus, which officially infected over 5.5 million people in the United Statesby mid-August 2020 and claimed more than 172,000 lives,(https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/ country/us/), i.e., 22.5% ofthe total death toll in the world, with the egoistic reaction of a large numberof USA federal states. Thus, there were sarcastic proposals in the public thatthe global leader should be given a new name instead of the United Statesof America – Divided States of America (Над, 2020, p. 53). Therefore, thenumber of countries considering the USA for an example of reputation andreason for voluntary compliance to Westernization, as an American variantof globalization, is increasingly decreasing. Also, the instruments of PaxAmericana – primarily NATO as a military-security integration, and the EUas an economic-political Atlantic integration, have slowly ceased to bereasons for such belief.Despite the obvious declinism of the West, the official Serbianintegration orientation masochistically stays directly on the European path,and indirectly on the North Atlantic ship. Such a (geo) politics is even moreabsurd given the recent experience – NATO under the leadership of the USAacted biasedly anti-Serbian during the break-up of the SFRY, activelyparticipating in air strikes on the Republic of Serbian Krajina and theRepublic of Srpska 1994-1995, carrying out open aggression against theFederal Republic of Yugoslavia (mostly Serbia) in 1999, while, at the sametime, the EU favored Serbian rivals and directly applied harsh economicsanctions, used political pressure and waged a real propaganda war againstthe Serbian people and state. Besides, both NATO and the EU – mostly
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coordinatedly  and sometimes each in their own way – are still directlyhelping the secessionist ambitions of the Albanian national minority andtrying by all means to separate the Kosovo-Metohija part of Serbia. All thiswas not a sufficient reason to reduce the country’s economic and tradedependence on the West, slowly, gradually and with minimal negativeconsequences over a relatively long period of 2-3 decades, and thus at leastpartially blunt its “blackmailing capacity” which several generations ofSerbian nomenclatures have used as an alibi. For several years now, theconditions for foreign policy reorientation have been improving becausethe alternative appears in the East.
The world, Europe, the Balkans: 

less Atlanticism, more EurasianismFor the entire half of the millennium – from Columbus and the so-calledGreat geographical discoveries until the second decade of the 21st century– the world was shaped on the foundations of thalassocratic, Atlanticismsupremacy. Current turbulent events and processes testify to fundamental,epochal, historically important changes and the end of the primacy of thewesternized part of the world. Analogous to the indicators of the beginningsof the decline of earlier empires, there are undeniable indicators of thedownward trajectory of the current outgoing global Empire:• the increasingly visible slippage of American society into decadence, thetransformation of identity, indifference towards the state and the lossof national “passion”;• the weakening of internal cohesion and harmony, which wasunquestionable during the rise and peak, despite the national, religious,racial and other heterogeneity of the USA;• an unbearable level of the external overstrain that results in America’sinability to realize its self-proclaimed “vital national interest” in everycorner of the Planet;• problems of retaining influence in the strategically most importantregions, especially in Europe as a ‘stepping stone for progressiveexpansion’ and ‘America’s most important geopolitical bridgehead’ onthe Eurasian mega-mainland (Bžežinski, 2001, p. 57);
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• increasing disloyalty of the most important (post) modern vassals,where an indicative example is the traditionally tellurocratic, centrallypositioned and economically strongest European country Germany, towhich the USA seeks to prevent energy security (Nord Stream 2) evenwith the threat of economic sanctions;• the inability to prevent the “uniting of barbarians” – primarily thestrongest, China and Russia – and to resist their joint anti-American(anti-Western) action;• increasing difficulties in keeping client-countries in its sphere of interestand preventing them from being gravitationally drawn into the orbit ofrival forces.The former unipolar advance of Atlanticism in all directions has beenlargely stopped and forced to “burrow”, and on some “fronts” to be on thedefensive. This is unmistakably recognized by the current state andfunctioning of its two instruments in Europe – NATO and the EU. After twostrong waves of the post-Cold War expansion to four countries in 1999 andseven countries in 2004, NATO was strategically stopped on the westernborders of the former Soviet republics of Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova,with minimal, almost no chance of continuing the campaign. Over the nextdecade and a half, it has succeeded to successively include only four othersmall Balkan countries, which are, however, only of lower importance –Croatia and Albania in 2009, Montenegro in 2017 and North Macedonia in2020 – largely due to the creation, instrumentalizing and forcing of theiranti-Serb role.2 Precisely for these reasons, it can hardly be expected that itwill legally and legitimately include Serbia and BiH (due to the resistanceof the Republic of Srpska) and thus finish the unfinished business in the
Balkans. At the same time, the US’s ties as “commander-in-chief” with“subordinates” are increasingly problematic, and the mutual relations of theallies are often antagonistic to the point of mutual conflict. Aren’t these two
2 In the then FYR Macedonia, there was even a referendum held with the question: “Are

you for the EU and NATO membership, with the acceptance of a name compromise
between the Republic of Macedonia and the republic of Greece?”, which failed due to amassive boycott (only 37% voted). That means that it wasn’t only the state’s namechange that was rejected, but also its ascension into the euroatlantic organizations. Inspite of the people’s obvious opposition shown, the country was incorporated intothe NATO!



examples, each in its own way, indicative “litmus tests” of the crisis ofAtlanticism – one, the refusal of members to finance the Alliance with the“prescribed percentage” of GDP and the other, the constant tension on theso-called Southern wing between two important members Greece andTurkey – which this time (at the end of July 2020) was on the brink of warnear the island of Megisti (Kastellorizo)?And when the USA and NATO are weak, according to the principle ofgeopolitical “connected vessels”, the EU is also weak. From the point of viewof the West, this seems apocalyptic because it indicates a “crack in themonolith”. The president of France, one of the key members of bothorganizations, warned about this in an interview given to a prominent
Economist on October 21, 2019 (published on November 7, 2019) – on theexact year when NATO marked the 70th anniversary. Stating that ‘what weare currently experiencing is NATO’s brain death’, which is why the EU is onthe ‘edge of a precipice’, and that it is high time to ‘wake up’ becauseotherwise ‘it will no longer be in control of our destiny’ (Macron, 2019), hedid give a diagnosis and possible consequences of the latent dysfunctionalityof Western integrations but did not take into account the initial, essential,so-called construction error. The genuine causes of the crises are moreadequately pointed out by the act of leaving of the one EU’s so-called oldmember, with great demographic, territorial, military, political, andeconomic “specific weight” – Brexit. The fact that this will not be anexception in the European wing of the Atlanticist camp, but a hard-to-stoptrend of disunity, has long been manifested by the different approaches ofthe individual or groups of members on the occasion of almost every crisis,such as the long-standing issue of immigrants. Even the existential threat ofthe COVID 19 pandemic did not contribute to the “closing of ranks”, anincrease of solidarity and joint struggle. On the contrary! It started literallyby snatching the necessary medical equipment and leaving Italy and Spainto themselves and came to a barely reached compromise in the EU betweenthe “leading two” (Germany and France), the “thrifty four/five” (Austria,Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden, joined by Finland) and the “prodigals”(other members) on the adoption of the EU draft budget for 2021-2027.Although it has been proposed that as much as €750 billion should beearmarked for post-pandemic economic recovery, the enigma remainswhether the amount will be adopted by the European Parliament by the endof 2020 and how it will be achieved – most likely by even higher borrowing
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and additional taxation (€390 billion non-refundable and 360 billion in low-interest loans) (European Council, 2020, p. 3).Opposite the Empire of countries and organizations under the USAleadership, which is obviously in a far advanced process of the relativeweakening, there is an increasingly strong Eurasian “community of giants”.China and Russia are convincingly in the lead among them, striving toachieve the widest and most diverse alliances. Global confrontation is fierceand is taking place in all fields, with the exception of direct armed conflictfor now, but also involving brutal hybrid and network warfare. It is not justa mere struggle to take over the world throne, but a change in the globalgeopolitical paradigm and a completely new concept of (super) power. Moreprecisely, it is not just a question of transforming the thalassocraticAtlanticist unipolar “new world order” into the tellurocratic Eurasian multi-polar “even newer world order”. For the world, the establishment of a “newbipolarism” is forthcoming, based on the integral power of the so-called fullspectrum. On its two sides, there will be “integration clusters” based ondifferent, selective, and flexible principles and factors – geographical,civilizational, communication, military security, political, economic. Theactual clash of the “big players” has already been projected on the “Balkansubcontinent” as one of the crucial geopolitical regions, primarily on itsfragmented post-Yugoslav part. The Balkan “indicators of new bipolarism”are Kosovo and Metohija, based on which the whole world allied either as apro-Atlanticist or anti-Atlanticist (Степић, 2018, p. 42). It is the Balkans,which in the post-Cold War period was structured in accordance withWestern, Atlanticist postulates, that will be the subject of interest andfundamental rearrangement in accordance with Eurasian principles. Theplace of the previous regional “subcontractors of geopolitical works” in thename of Washington, London, Berlin, Vienna, logically should be taken bythe exponents of Beijing and Moscow as the coming forces. The continuousdestabilization of the Balkans for three decades,  caused by the Atlanticistengagement in the violent disintegration of the SFRY, and whose bestevidence is the inconsistent borders of the new states, can only becompleted by their adequate redefinition in Eurasian direction. In theconditions of increasingly offensive Eurasianism, whose geopolitical andgeoeconomic Balkan vectors are (also) projected through Serbian countries,the persistent Serbian pro-Western orientation is obviously becoming acounterproductive dogma that requires re-examination.
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Geopolitical duality of Eurasianism 
and the Serbian positionAtlanticism is a multidimensional concept of the world order, but in thegeopolitical sense it is unambiguous:• it is theoretically designed and practically implemented monistically –by one, the inviolable superpower of the West, the USA;• The USA based it on a single, thalassocratic geopolitical principle,drawing from it the total, global power;• it was implemented by controlling Eurasia through its one, peripheralmacro-entity – Rimland;• the ultimate goal was the establishment and duration of a globalist

unipolar order, i.e., of a world under USA “constant leadership” (PaxAmericana).On the other hand, Eurasianism is pluralistic in all dimensions, and alsogeopolitical:• in the current historical “cross-section”, it is personified by two powers– Russia and China – with a realistic perspective that, at a lower, macro-regional level, more of them will join them;• initially, it was founded tellurocratically, but in modern variants, it alsodevelops on other principles, i.e., more and more as an integral conception;• it creates the future world order as multi-polar (polycentric), with thepossibility to eventually move to a balanced hierarchical model of neo-
bipolarism;• joining to the integration is not based on coercion, unanimity andunification, but on voluntariness, symbiosis of interests andmultidimensional pluralism – ideological-political, economic, cultural-civilizational;• Anti-Atlanticism and the expulsion of the USA from Eurasia are keyfactors on which the cohesion of as many Asian, African, Latin Americanand even European countries as possible is based;• delicate relations and conflicting historical heritage withinheterogeneous Eurasia seeks to overcome with as little conflict aspossible and in a multilateral way, especially by trying to coexist with
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the expanding Islamic world, and by constructively controllingpotentially destructive EU-Russia and India-China rivalries.Although the Russian and Chinese Eurasian concepts have greatsimilarities, a common “red thread”, and for now they are largelycomplementary, they differ in nature. This is recognizable based on twophenomena that personify them – the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU)and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The Russian thinker Leonid Savinunderstood this difference: ‘...The Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) is reallyan integration project, and the Chinese BRI is not. China is interested in
connection, not integration’ (Савин, 2019, p. 49). Russian neo-Eurasianismrepresents the Eurasian idea of   ”white” emigrant intellectual circles fromthe 1920s/30s, adapted to modern conditions. It identifies Russia as amultidimensional, and especially cultural-geographical predeterminedcenter of a gathering of other great partners on the largest mainland on thePlanet (Вуковић, 2013, p. 108). It also has an emphasized spatial dimensionin the sphere of neoclassical geopolitics. It implies the territorialization ofglobal political relations, and the phased division of the world into severalmeridians elongated pan-zones and several large spaces in theircomposition, all in accordance with the initial postulates of continentalismand multi-polarism.The realization of the neo-Eurasian (re) composition of the world ispredicted through the ‘axis of friendship’ (Дугин, 2009, p. 113), i.e., thegeopolitical vectors directed towards several key countries and regions –the three basic (two plus one) towards Germany and Japan/China, and theIslamic world, and several auxiliary to Indochina, South Asia, the MiddleEast and even some areas outside Eurasia such as the Caribbean (Степић,2013, pp. 107-108). In the early neo-Eurasian variants, the vector towardsthe Balkans was omitted, although it is a region of first-class importance forachieving the world power and “taking over” Europe from Atlanticist hands(Степић, 2014b, pp. 120-127). Undoubtedly the most suitable starting pointfor the Balkan “axis of friendship” is the Serbian lands, which is respectedin some revised views (Дугин, 2004, p. 200), and therefore the Serbianfactor (Belgrade) is assigned an important geopolitical role of one of thefour centers of phased neo-Eurasian integration. (Панарин, 2012).The intensive modern development and expansion of China have longbeen challenged by geopolitics. China insisted on cooperation in theframework of the economy, finance, trade, communications, new
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technologies, and other “benign” aspects of connection, so as not to provokeresistance from other forces. However, in the Chinese so-called charm
offensive can be clearly recognized the specific features of Eurasianism andpostmodern geopolitics. Moreover, ‘China is striving to become the firstpower in history to build an integral geopolitical code and power – bothtelurocratic and thalassocratic at the same time’ (Зарић, 2013, p. 200). Chinaembarked on a major campaign many years before she announced in 2013first the idea of   a (land) Silk Road Economic Belt, and then the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road. Thus, the networking of the Afro-Eurasian mainland andthe broad coastal zone started to be globally recognized by the abbreviationOBOR (One Belt One Road), and then the BRI (Belt and Road Initiative). Forthe vectors of Chinese Eurasianism and their westward penetration, theCentral Asian “five” are of key mediating importance. It now successfullycorresponds to the earlier American formula C5+1 with the counter-formulaC+C5 (China plus Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, andTurkmenistan). It also uses the CPEC formula (China-Pakistan EconomicCorridor) for land access to the Indian Ocean basin, from where it can “keepan eye” on the strategically important Strait of Hormuz and establish“threads” that connect it with oil giants Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the UnitedArab Emirates.At the same time, China continues multiplying its Eurasian connectionsby initiating the Arctic Silk Road (activating the Northern Sea Route togetherwith Russia), the Digital Silk Road (for cross-border e-commerce), and the
Medical Silk Road (for medical assistance due to COVID-19). For countrieswhose poverty will accelerate sharply in the post-pandemic period,borrowing from China is becoming the only way out, which China already“charges” by dragging them into its orbit by privileged business positions,gaining territorial concessions, and positioning at strategic points. China islargely accused by its competitors for using ‘debt-trap diplomacy’ (Engdahl,2020). All this confirms that the comprehensive Silk (geopolitical) concept(Stepić, Zarić, 2016, p. 452) will be difficult to stop by USA sanctions, a realeconomic and propaganda war, and the increasingly ambitious attempts toform an anti-Chinese coalition in the world level. The full realization of theSilk (geopolitical) concept – as well as the success of Russian neo-Eurasianism – depends on the penetration into Europe, in which the Balkansis crucial. It is an integral part of the China+17 initiative, which has thecharacteristics of the Baltic-Aegean intermarium “vertical”, geopolitically
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similar to the buffer Sanitary cordon from a century earlier. But, for the sakeof certain success, China will also need an intermarium “horizontal” – theBlack Sea-Adriatic one – with a point of intersection in Belgrade (Stepić,Zarić, 2016, pp. 460-461). Therefore, China is focusing on the Serbian factor,which qualifies as a key regional mediator because of its centralgeographical position and anti-Atlanticist geopolitical orientation.
Instead of conclusion: Serbian benefits 

from Russian and/or Chinese EurasianismIt is not excluded that the complementarity of two modern Eurasianisms– Russian and Chinese – will last only until the ousting of a great commonrival, and after that, it will grow into direct rivalry, competition for influence,and even confrontation in Eurasia and the world as a whole. On the contrary,it is possible to continue their peaceful coexistence with the “smallestcommon denominator” of geopolitical, geoeconomic and other interests,and with some form of division of areas of activity and zones ofresponsibility. The multidimensional heterogeneity of Eurasia is a suitableenvironment for the emergence and development of still relativelyautonomous, limited, partial variants of Eurasianism of macroregional andtransregional ranges, which will difficult fit into the previous two mainstreams. These can be Indian subcontinentalism in South Asia and the IndianOcean basin, Turkish neo-Ottomanism and pan-Turkism in parts of theBalkans, Central and Western Asia, Iranian Islamist (mostly Shiite)
fundamentalism in the Gulf, Southwest and also Central Asia, IndonesianIndo-Pacific Trans-oceanism in Southeast Asia, Saudi expansionist
Wahhabism, and even pan-Arabism in the Middle East, German
Mitteleuropeanism extended from Central to Eastern and especially toSoutheastern Europe, and so on.In the Balkans, through NATO and the EU, Atlanticism is still dominant,but its “offer” is less and less attractive. On the other hand, Eurasianism ismore and more present on the Balkan “subcontinent”, and it is especiallyattractive from the point of view of Serbian national interests. PreservingSerbia’s sovereignty in the face of direct Atlanticist attacks aiming toseparate its Kosovo-Metohija part is only an obvious indicator. Much moreimportant are the essential reasons for Serbia’s closeness to Eurasianism,
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primarily Russian neo-Eurasianism, which are geographical, historical,ethnical, cultural-civilizational, geopolitical, geoeconomic and others.Therefore, the Serbian factor can become a key guarantor of the ‘neo-Eurasian Balkan sub-order’ (Степић, 2017b, p. 25), as evidenced by the so-called strategic partnership between Russia and Serbia. It is reflected in theprocurement of Russian weapons for the Serbian Army, the pipeline routeof the former South and now Turkish Stream, the sale of NIS to Gazpromneft,Russian investments in Serbian roads, and especially the Free TradeAgreement between Serbia and the EAEU. This agreement was not signedwith any other European country, and it opens the possibility of Serbianexports to a market of almost 200 million people (the Russian governmentapproved ratification on July 26, 2020).Due to its position as a central, transit, hub and non-Atlanticist country,Serbia is the most suitable mediator for China’s Eurasian BRI-influence in theBalkans. For now, geoeconomics is a “visible part of the spectrum” of the rapidgrowth of Chinese influence, as evidenced by credit arrangements, investmentin Serbia’s infrastructure, buying of strategic companies (the ironworks inSmederevo, RTB Bor, etc.), investment in new technologies andreindustrialization, but also increasingly significant deliveries of modernChinese weapons. The Republic of Srpska is intensively involved in similarflows (e.g., the Russian purchase of the refinery in Brod, the Chineseconstruction of TPP Stanari, etc.). In the current situation, Chinese and RussianEurasianism competitors in the Balkans, but it might not remain their (long-lasting) relationship. If (When?) these two expanding powers conduct de-Atlantization of the Balkans, the question is whether they will start fightingeach other for supremacy? Will the Serbian choice follow at some point nolonger the West or the East, but Russian or Chinese Eurasianism? Will Russiaand China continue to support the independence of the states – even smallBalkan ones – for which they are currently advocating, or will they keep andeven more sharply implement the concept of limiting and usurping parts oftheir sovereignty? Can they, one and/or the other, realize their interests to themaximum if they inherit the current Atlanticist geopolitical configuration ofthe Balkans, or will they overcome its dysfunction by recomposing theborders, primarily the post-Yugoslav ones?
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